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Unit – 5  

FLOORS 

Floors and Roofs : Types, minimum thickness, construction, floor finishes, Flat roofs, RCC jack arch, 

reinforced brick concrete, solid slab and timber roofs, pitched roofs, false ceiling, roof coverings, Channel 

unit, cored unit, Waffle unit, Plank and Joist, Brick panel, L-Panel, Ferro cement roofing units, water 

proofing .Services : Water supply & Drainage, Electrification, Fire protection, thermal insulation, Air 

Conditioning, Acoustics & Sound Insulation, Repairs to damaged & cracked buildings, techniques and 

materials for low cost housing. Repairs techniques for floors & roofs. 

  

In order to sub-divide the portion between the plinth level or basement level and roof level, solid 

constructions are Carrie out. These constructions are known as floors and exposed top surface of floors are 

termed as floorings. Ground floors or basement floors, which directly rest on the ground, do not require 

the provision of a floor. But they are provided with suitable type of flooring.   

  

Types of Floors:  

Floors are classified into two categories   

1. Timber Floors  

2. Composite Floors  

  

Timber Floors: In this floor, only timber is used as a material.  

Timber floors are further divided into four types.  

a. Basement or Ground floor of timber  

b. Single Joist timber beam  

c. Double Joist timber beam  

d. Framed triple joist timber floor.  

 

Features of Timber Floors:  

 Floor Boards: These boards are provided at the top of bridging joists and they form the wearing 

surface of the floor. The width varies from 100mm to 200mm and thickness varies from 20mm to 

40mm. the thickness may be changes when a floor subject to heavy traffic from 60 to 80mm. The 

floor boards are joined and widened by any suitable joint  as shown in the figure.5.1 

 

                 Floor Ceilings: To make the underside of the floor flat and to improve the appearance as a whole, 

ceilings may be provided rest on bridging joists or binders. The ceilings may consists of plaster 

boards or sheets of asbestos cement or some suitable material. In order to make ceilings strong 

and durable, ceiling joists may be provided at right angles to the bridging joists or the binders.  

 Pugging: In order to make the timber floor sound proof, pugging may be resorted. Pugging plaster 

is a mixture of chopped straw and mortar. Insulating boards supporting on fillets are provided and 

hallows space between the floorboards and the insulating boards is filled up with the pugging 

plaster.  

 Trimming: When openings are to be provided in wooden floors, it is clear that bridging joists will 

not rest on the walls. In such cases, the process of trimming is required. Trimming joists support 

 

  

Fig 5.1  Pugging  
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Fig 5.3 Details of single joist timber 

one or two trimmer joists to which trimmed joists are fixed. The trimming joists and trimmer joists 

have slightly greater section than bridging joists Fig. 5.2 shows a wooden floor with stair well.  

 Use of stell sections: Binders and girders of wooden floor can be replaced by mild rolled steel 

joists. The only precaution to be taken in this case would be to encase the R.S.J. by concrete so as 

to prevent rusting of R.S.J. The use of steel section makes the floor light and economical.  

 

a) Basement or ground floor of timber:  

In auditorium, to carry out dances or dramas timber floors are constructed on ground floor. 

Sleeper walls, which may be of one-half brick or one brick thickness, are constructed at centre to 

centre distance of 1.20m to 1.80m. Wall-plates are provided along the wall as well as along the 

sleeper walls and they reduce the spans of the building joists and serve as end supports for the 

bridging joists. On wall-plates rest the ends of bridging joists, which are usually provided at a 

centre to centre distance of about 30 cm. Finally, floor boards are provided to finish up the floor. 

The details are as shown in fig  

5.2.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

b) Single Joist timber floor:   

These floors consist of single joist, which are placed below the floorboards. The joists are usually 

placed at a centre to centre distance of 30cm to 45cm. The joists are supported on wall-plates at 

their ends. A space of about 50mm is kept for the circulation of air as shown in fig 5.3. Single joist 

timber floor can be adopted for a maximum span of about 3.6m. When the span of joist exceeds 

2.4m, it becomes necessary to strengthen the joist by providing bearing bone strutting. In this 

arrangement, inclined timber pieces are 

firmly fixed between the joists and the ends of 

these struts are nailed to the joist. At the 

end, wedges are provided between the 

wall and the joists.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig 5.2. Basement or ground floor of timber  
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c) Double joist timber floors:   

In this type of floors, intermediate supports known as binders, are provided for bridging joists. 

Binders are generally placed at a centre to centre distance of 1.80m to 2.40m as shown in fig 5.4. 

The ends of binders rest on wooden or stone blocks. Double joist timber floors are stronger than 

the single joist timber floors. They prevent the passage of sound in better way and they are 

suitable for spans of 3.60 to 7.50m. This type of floors has following disadvantages.  

 

 The weight of floor is thrown on few points in a wall.  

 Depth of floor is increased by the use of binders and accordingly height of the room is decreased.  

 

 
 

 

d) Framed or triple joist timber floor:  

In this type of floors, intermediate supports, known as girders, are provided for the binders. Thus, 

this type of floor consists of girders, binders, bridging joists and floor boards as shown in fig 5.5. 

Girders are generally placed at a centre to centre distance of 3 metres. Binders are staggered and 
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connected to girders by tusk and tenon joints. Alternatively, the ends of binders are supported on 

the iron stirrups, which are fixed to the girders. The ends of girders rest on walls on stone or 

concrete templates. This type of timber floor is suitable for spans greater than 7.50. 

 

                                
 

 Composite Floors:  

Floors composed of more than one material are known as composite floors and they found to possess 

the following advantages.  

 

(i) Resist fire and sound in better way than timber floors  

(ii) Better hygienic because can be easily cleaned  

(iii) Adopted for greater spans.  

 

The following are the types of composite floors  

(a) Double flag stone floors  

(b) Filler Joists floors  

(c) Jack arch floor  

(d) R.C.C. floors  

(e) Hallow block and rib floors  

 

a) Double flagstone floors:  

 

  

Fig 5.5 Details of framed timber floors  
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In this type of floors, flagstones are used in two layers as shown in fig 5.6. If span is about 4m, 

only rolled steel joists are provided and span exceeds 4m, a framework consists of rolled steel 

beams and joists is formed. Steel beams are placed at a distance of about 3m centre to centre 

and joists are placed at right angles to beams. Flagstones of about 40mm thickness and of 

suitable width are fixed on the lower flanges and upper flanges. The joints of top layer of 

flagstones are finished in a better way to give a nice appearance. Filling of selected earth or 

concrete is done in the space between the two layers of the flagstones. 

                
  

  

b) Filler Joist floors:   

In this type of floors, small sections of rolled steel joists are placed in concrete, this joists may 

either rest on wall or on steel beam as shown fig 5.7. The joists act as a reinforced and are spaced 

at a centre to centre distance of 60cm to 90cm. Concrete should completely surround the rolled 

steel / joists and beams 

      
 

c) Jack arch floors:  

In this type of floor, brick arches or cement concrete arches are constructed and these arches rest 

on the lower flanges of mild steel joists. The joists in turn rest either on wall or on beam. The 

joists are placed at a distance of about 80cm to 50cm center to center. The rise of arch should be 

10cm to 20cm. and the minimum depth of concrete at the crown should be 15cm. The only 

disadvantage of this floor is that it does not give plain ceiling surface as shown in the fig 5.8. (a & 

b)  

  

  

Fig 5.7 Filler Joist Floor  

 

  

Fig 5.6  Double Flagstone floor  
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R.C.C Floor:  In this type of floors steel bars and concrete are used to form a floor. This type of floor is 

widely used in modern construction. The slab and beam are designed as per loading coming on the floor 

and proper reinforcement is placed at a suitable place. In case of R.C.C. slab thickness varies from 80mm to 

150mm and the main reinforcement is generally in the form of mild steel bars of diameter varying from 
9mm to 12mm as shown in the fig. 12.9.  

 

  

Fig 5.8 (b) Concrete jack floor  

  

Fig5.8 (a)  Brick Jack arch floor   
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The reinforced concrete may be cast-in-situ or pre-cast, the former being very common. R.C.C. floors 

are less costly, durable, easy to construct and fire-proof. However, they are likely to transmit sound.  

In any case R.C.C. floors are fast replacing other types of floors.  

  

d) Hallow Block and Rib Floors:  In this type of floors, hallow blocks of clay or concrete are used to 

reduce the total weight of the floor. In one form, the blocks are placed 10cm apart and in this 

space, mild steel bars are placed as shown in the  

fig 5.10.A minimum cover of 80mm is kept at the top. Suitable flooring at the top and sealing 

finish are provided. The blocks are provided with rough or grooved surface so that they can 

develop enough bond with the concrete. This type of floor is economical, fire proof, sound proof 

and light in weight. If properly designed, this type of floor can even be used to carry heavy loads.  

  

 
Fig 5.10  Hallow Block and Rib floor  

 

  

Fig 5.9 R.C.C. Floor  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 
   ROOF: 

A roof is defined as the uppermost part of a building which is constructed in the form of a frame work to 

given protection to the building against rain, heat, snow, wind etc. A roof basically consists of structural 

elements provided at the top of building for the support of roof coverings.  

 

Following are the requirements of well-planned roof:  

(i) It should be durable against the adverse effects of various agencies such as wind, rain, sun etc.  

(ii) It should grant the desirable insulation against sound and heat.  

(iii) It should be structurally stable and sound, it should be capable of taking the loads likely to come 

over it.  

(iv) It should be well-drained  

(v) It should have efficient water-proofing arrangement. 

 

A roof is defined as uppermost part of a building which is constructed in the form of a frame work to 

give protection to the building against rain, heat, snow, wind etc  

1. The types of roofs are  

(i) Pitched roofs  

(ii) Flat roofs  

(iii) Curved roofs  

2. A sloping roof is known as pitched roof are the following types  

(i) Single roof  

(ii) Double or purlin roof  

(iii) Trussed roof  

3. A single roof common rafters are provided to each slope without any intermediate support is the 

following types.  

(i) Lean to roof  

(ii) Couple roof  

(iii) Couple close roof  

(iv) Collar beam roof  

4. When the span exceeds 2.4m, intermediate supports called purlins are provided in double or 

purlin roof upto 4.8m.  

5. When the span exceeds 4.8m and when there are no inside supporting walls or partitions for 

purlins, framed structure known as truss of following types  

(i) King post truss  

(ii) Queen post truss  

(iii) Truncated truss  

(iv) Be-fast truss  

(v) Steel truss  

(vi) Composite truss  

6. A roof which is nearly flat is known as flat roof commonly used flat roofs are  

(i) Madras terrace roof  

(ii) Bengal terrace roof  

7. Curved roof are the just modified of pitched roofs to cover large areas   

Ex: shell roofs, dome roofs.  

  

  

5.1.1  Types of roofs-Methods of construction:  

The roofs classified into the following three categories;  

(i) Pitched roofs  

(ii) Flat roofs  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 
(iii) Curved roofs  

 

 I. Pitched roofs: A sloping roof is known as pitched roof as shown in the fig 5.1.1. The technical terms in 

connection with the pitched roof are given below  

  

 
  

(i) Barge Boards: Wooden planks or boards which are fixed on the gable end of the roof  

(ii) Battens: Thin strips of wood which are fixed on rafters or ceiling to support the roof ceiling.  

(iii) Cleats: Small blocks of wood which are fixed on truss to prevent the sliding of purlins.  

(iv) Dragon beam: The diagonal piece of wood which is laid across the corner of the wall.  

(v) Eaves: The lower edge of a roof which are resting upon or projecting beyond the supporting walls 

are known as eave as shown in the fig 5.1.2  

(vi) Gable: The triangular upper part of a wall formed at the end of a pitched roof is known as gable.  

(vii) Hip: The angle formed at the intersection of two roof slopes is known as hip.  

(viii) Pitch: The inclination of sides of a roof to the horizontal plane is known as pitch, expressed in 

degrees or as a ratio of rise to span.  

(ix) Purlins: The wooden pieces which are placed horizontally on principal rafters to carry the 

common rafters are known as purlins.  

(x) Rafters: There are the pieces of timber which extend from the caves to the ridge  

a) Common rafters: These are the intermediate rafters, which give support to the roof coverings a 

shown in the fig 5.1.2.  

b) Hip rafters: Which provided at the junction of two roof slopes  

c) Jack rafters: Any rafters, which is shorter than common rafters is known as Jack Rafters.  

d) Principal rafters: These are the inclined members of a truss  

(xi) Ridge: A wooden piece provided at the ridge line of a sloping roof is known as ridge or ridge 

board or ridge piece  

(xii) Span: The horizontal distance between the internal faces of walls or supports is known as span or 

clear span.  

  

  

Fig 5.1..1  Building with pitched roof  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 
(xiii) Template: A bidding block generally provided at the end of a truss. This block is known as 

template and it helps in spreading load over a large area. A template may be of wood or stone or 

R.C.C.  

(xiv) Verge: The edge of a gable, running between the caves and ridge is known as a verge  

(xv) Valley: When two roof surfaces meet together and form an internal angle, a valley is formed  

(xvi) Wall-plate: These are long wooden members which are embedded on top of walls to receive the 

common rafters 

 
  

Types of pitched roofs:  

(i) Single roof  

(ii) Double or purlin roof  

(iii) Trussed roofs  

  

 

(i) Single roof: In this type of roofs, common rafters are provided to each slope without any intermediate 

support. The following are the varieties of single roof.  

a) Lean to roof  

b) Couple roof  

c) Couple close roof  

d) Collar beam roof  

a) Lean to roof: It is the simplest form of a pitched roof and it is known as pent roof or Aisle roof. In 

this type of roof, one wall is carried up sufficiently higher than the other to give necessary slope 

to the roof. A lean-to roof is generally used for sheds, out-houses attached to main buildings 

verandah etc. This is suitable for a maximum span of 2.40m as shown in fig 5.1.3.  

 

  

Fig 5.1.2   Truss  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 

 
b) Couple roof: In this type of roof the common rafters slope upwards from the opposite walls and 

they meet on a ridge piece in the middle as shown in the fig 5.1.4. A couple roof is suitable for  

 
  

c) Couple close roof: This roof is just similar to couple roof except that the legs of the common 

rafters are connected by a tie beam as shown in the fig 5.1.5. The tie beam prevents the tendency 

of rafters to spread out and thus danger of overturning of the walls is avoided. This roof can be 

adopted economically upto the span of 4.2m.  

spans upto about 3.6m.  

  

Fig 5.1.4  Couple roof  

  

Fig 5.1.3 Lean-to roof  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 

 
  

d) Collar beam roof: The tie beam is raised and placed at a higher level as shown in fig 5.1.6 known 

as collar or collar beam. This beam roof is adopted to economies the space and to increase the 

height of a room. This roof can be adopted upto a maximum span of 4.8m.  

 
(i) Double or purlin roofs: When the span exceeds 2.4m, the necessary size for the rafters becomes 

uneconomical. Hence in order to reduce the size of rafters, intermediate supports called purlins 

are introduced under the rafters as shown in fig 5.1.7. This roof can be adopted economically up 

to 4.8m.  

 
  

  

  

Fig 5.1.7 Double or Purlin roof  

  

Fig5.1.6  Collar beam roof  

  

Fig 5.1.5  Couple close roof  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 
(ii) Trussed roofs: When the span exceeds 4.8m and when there are no inside supporting walls or 

partitions for purlins, framed structure known as trusses are on the roof, position of cross walls, 

span and material of the truss. The spacing is 3m for wooden trusses. Trusses carry the ridge 

piece and purlins on which the common rafters rest. Some of the usual forms of roof truss are 

given below.  

a) King-post truss  

b) Queen post truss  

c) Mansard truss  

d) Truncated truss  

e) Bel-fast truss  

f) Steel trusses  

g) Composite trusses  

 

a) King post truss: In this type of truss, the central post known as king-post forms support for the tie 

beam. The inclined members, known as structs, prevent the principal rafters from bending in the 

middle. A king-post truss suitable for roofs of span varying from 5 to 8 m as shown in fig 5.1.8.  

 
b) Queen post truss: This truss is differ from a king-post truss in having two vertical members 

known as queen posts. The upper ends of the queen posts are kept in position by means of a 

horizontal member known as straining beam. Additional purlins are supported on the queen 

posts. A queen post truss is suitable for roof spans varying 8 to 5 m as shown in fig  

5.1.9.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
Fig 5.1.8 King post truss roof  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 

 
  

c) Mansard truss: this is a combination of king post and queen post trusses. Lower queen post & 

upper king post trusses. Use of mansard trusses results in the economy of space and room may 

be provided in the room. 

  

 

d) Steel trusses: For spans greater 5m, it becomes economical to use steel trusses. For smaller 

spans, steel trusses consist of angles riveted or welded together through plates known as gusset 

plates. As steel resists both compression and tension stresses, the design of steel truss is 

simplified various types of  

 

Fig: Steel trusses are          Shown in fig 5.1.11.  

  

  

  

fig 5.1.9 Queen post truss  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 

 
e) Composite stress: This truss composed of wooden members and steel. Steel members resists 

tension. A composite truss is light and economical as shown in the fig 5.1.12.   

 
The factors should be considered before selecting the type of roof covering for pitched roof   

(i) Climate of the locality  

  

  
Fig 5.1.12  Composite stress  

Fig 5.1.11 Steel trusses  
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Construction Materials & Techniques (CE5004) 

 
(ii) Nature of the building  

(iii)Initial cost and maintaince cost  

(iv) Resistance to fire and heat  

(v) Special features of the locality.  

 

 Flat Roofs: A roof which is nearly flat is known as flat roof. It should be noted that no roof can be laid 

perfectly level. The roof must slope in one direction or the other to cause rain water to flow off rapidly 

and easily. The construction of flat roof is same as that of floors except that the top surface is made 

slightly.  

    Sloping in case of flat roofs. The types of flat roofs commonly used are  

1. Madras terrace roof  

2. Bengal terrace roof  

1. Madras Terrace Roof:  

 

Madras terrace roof 

Procedure of construction:  

1. Teak wood joists are placed on rolled steel joists with a furring piece between the joists and 

rolled steel joists. The furring is placed sloping and gives necessary slope to the flat roof  

2. A course of specially prepared terrace bricks of 150x75x25mm is laid diagonally across the joists 

with lime mortar  

3. After the brick course, has set, a course of brick bat concrete of 75mm thick with 3 parts of brick 

bats, one part of gravel and sand and 50 percent of lime mortar by volume is laid.  

4. The concrete is well rammed for three days and allowed to set  

5. Flat tiles are laid over the layer of concrete of thickness 50mm  

6. Finally, the surface of roof is finished with three coats of plaster given a slope of 1 in 30.  

7. As this type of flat roof is widely used in madras state, it is known as madras terrace roof as 

shown in fig 5.1.13.  

        
 

 

 

2. Bengal terrace roof:  

Procedure of construction:  

  

Fig 5.1.13  Madras Terrace Roof  
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1. Rafters are placed, with a slight inclination, at 30cm to 50cm c/c. one end of the rafters is 

inserted into the main wall to a depth of 20cm and its other end is supported on a verandah wall.  

2. Battens are placed at right angles to the rafters at a centre to centre distance of about 15cm  

3. A course of flat tiles is then laid in mortar over the battens.  

4. Finally, the surface of the roof is finished in any one of the following methods  

 Two or more courses of flat tiles may be laid and the surface of roof is rubbed and polished 

with two or three coats of plaster  

 A layer of jelly concrete of 40mm thick may be laid over the first course of files. On this layer of 

concrete, another course of flat tiles is laid and the surface of roof is rubbed and polished with 

two or three coats of plaster  

5. As this type of roof is mainly used in Bengal state to cover verandahs, it is known as Bengal Terrace 

roof as shown in fig  

 
 

Advantages of flat roofs:    

(i) The construction of roof is simplified  

(ii) It is easier to make a flat roof fire-proof than a sloping roof  

(iii) The roof are can be utilized as roof garden, dryling yards and conveniently be used for sleeping in 

hot season.  

(iv) The construction of work of upper floors can be easily started where as pitched roof, the entire 

roof is to removed and is to be replaced by a new floor under such circumstances  

(v) Flat roofs is found to be economical than pitched roof.  

Disadvantages  

1) Flat roofs cannot be used for long spans without introduction of intermediate pillars and beams  

2) Cracks are developed on the surface of the roof due to the variation in temperature  

3) Pockets of water are formed on the surface of the roof if slope is not sufficient and leads to 

leakage of roof  

4) Flat roofs are not suitable, where rainfall is heavy  

5) The dead weight of flat roof is considered and hence it proves to be more expensive, Initial cost is 

higher than pitched roof.  

  

5.1.14  

  

Fig 5.1.14 Bengal Terrace roof  
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Curved roofs: These are the just the modifications of pitched roofs and are frequently employed in 

modern age to cover large areas shed/roofs and domes are the varieties of curved roofs. They are 

useful for big structures such as factories, monumental works etc curved roofs may be 

constructed of timber or R.C.C. the latter material being very common now-a-days. They are two 

common forms of a shell roof  

i) A north-light shell roof ii) A barrel vault shell roof are as shown in fig  

 
 

 
 

Fig 5.1.16 Barrel vault shell roof  

A dome is a round vault forming a roof. It is useful when roof is to be provided on circular brick work or 

regular polygon shaped walls .  

Curved roofs afford pleasing appearance and due to arch action, the stresses are considerably reduced 

which results in thin sections for a curved roof.  

 

Procedure of construction  

(i) Pre-cast units of cement concrete tiles of size 70 x 70cm with a uniform minimum thickness of 

20mm in the form of domes with a rise of about 50mm are used  

(ii) Pre-cast units of R.C.C. 1:2:4 beams are prepared as per design usually 90mm deep and 5.10mm 

wide as per design usually 90mm deep and 5.10mm wide  

(iii) The beams are suitably laid across the supporting walls   

(iv) The tiles are placed in position after spreading some mortar on the edges of beams. The 

minimum bearing of tiles on beams should be 25mm and that on walls should be 50mm to 70mm  

(v) The haunches between the humps of tiles are filled up with cement concrete of proportion 1:2:4  

(vi) Suitable water-proofing treatment to the roof is given at the top. The roof thus exhibits a flat 

surface at the top and curved surface at bottom.  

Advantages  

1. It can be constructed in short time  

2. It does not require skilled supervision  

3. It is cheap in construction  

4. It requires less frame work  

   

  
Fig 5.1.15  North-light shell 
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Building services 

Building services are the systems installed in buildings to make them comfortable, functional, efficient 

and safe. 

Building services might include: 

 Building control systems. 

 Energy distribution. 

 Energy supply (gas, electricity and renewable sources such as solar, wind, geothermal 

and biomass). 

 Escalators and lifts. 

 Facade engineering (such as building shading requirements). 

 Fire safety, detection and protection. 

 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC). 

 Information and communications technology (ICT) networks. 

 Lighting (natural and artificial). 

 Lightning protection. 

 Refrigeration. 

 Security and alarm systems. 

 Water, drainage and plumbing (including sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS)). 

 Carbon emissions calculations and reduction. 

 

Specialist building services might also include systems for bacteria and humidity control, 

specialist lighting and security, emergency power, specialist gas distribution, fume cupboards, 

operating theatres and so on. 

Building services play a central role in contributing to the design of a building, not only in terms of 

overall strategies and standards to be achieved, but also in façade engineering, the weights, sizes and 

location of major plant and equipment, the position of vertical service risers, routes for the distribution 

of horizontal services, drainage, energy sources, sustainability, and so on. 

This means that building services design must be integrated into the overall building design from a very 

early stage, particularly on complex building projects such as hospitals. Whilst it is usual for a building 

design team to be led by an architect, on buildings with very complex building services requirements 

a building services engineer might be appointed as the lead designer. 

The detection of clashes between building services and other building components is a significant 

cause of delays and variations on site, not just in terms of the physical services themselves, but also 

access to allow the builders work in connection with those services. The use of 3D computer aided 

design (CAD) systems and building information modeling (BIM) should help reduce the occurrence of 

such problems. 

 

For distribution system pipes generally used are GI, copper, HDPE, CPVC, mostly now a days CPVC 

plastic pipes are used as they don’t get rusted, light weight, easy installation and maintenance and 

economic. 

Types of Plumbing Systems in Buildings 

Plumbing system in buildings consists of underground tank which is supplied water via municipal or 

water department supply lines, from there with the help of pumps and piping distribution system 

water is supplied to overhead tank and thereby due to gravity water reaches to home outlets. 

The overhead tank can however be eliminated if water is supplied directly from underground tank to 

kitchen toilet outlets, there comes the need of pumps which can give uninterrupted supply of water 
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with required pressure to outlets so that when one opens the tap he gets continuous supply of water. 

Such pumps are called hydro-pneumatic system. 

Such pumps consists of small steel tank with water on one side and air on another separated by a 

rubber membrane .As the pump starts it supplies water to the wet side thus causing rubber membrane 

to expand and air compresses on other side thus causing extra pressure on wet side which is connected 

to water supply line. So as one opens the tap, gets the required quantity of water. This causes the 

pressure to drop and the pump is automatically switched on again thereby maintaining the pressure of 

water and at same time supplying the water to outlets. 

 

The advantage of such plumbing system in buildings is that requirement of overhead tanks is 

eliminated. Secondly these pumps are designed to get the required equal pressure to all floors, unlike 

in traditional way water flows from underground tanks to overhead tanks and the upper floors gets 

water with less pressure and lower& ground floor gets high pressure due to gravity and more height. 

This gives energy conservation also because it eliminates the need of supply of water ten or twenty 

floors to overhead tank and then supply by gravity to all floors. 

 

Types of Drainage Systems in Buildings 

Drainage system is of two types: 

 

1. Waste water is from showers, basins, kitchen sinks, washing machines.   This is also called grey 

water.  Normally a minimum of 75 mm dia. pipes are used for drainage of waste water. 

2.. Soil water or sewage is from WCs and urinals.  This is also called black water.  Minimum of 100 mm 

diameter pipes are used for waste water.  When run horizontally, soil water pipes should be run at a 

steeper slope, such as 1:40, as they have solids.  These can be of cast iron or of PVC. 

 

A grease trap should be used when draining waste from kitchens, grease should not be allowed to 

enter the normal drainage system. A grease trap is nothing but a small inspection chamber. The grease 

floats, and should be removed manually on a daily basis. The inlets and outlets into this chamber 

should be designed in a way that minimizes disturbance of the floating grease layer. 

 

Stone ware (ceramic) pipes are used when soil and waste water is to be transported in external soil. An 

inspection chamber is used to clean blockage in the line and change direction of pipes. Inspection 

chamber is a short version of manholes which are used on the streets. 

 

   Fire resistance 

  

Fire safety is the set of practices intended to reduce the destruction caused by fire. .Fire safety measures 

include those that are planned during the construction of building or implemented in structures that are 

already standing, and those that are taught to occupants of the building. Some of our advanced designed 

fire detection and suppression technology includes: 

 

Passive Fire Products 

Fire can occur almost anywhere in any kind of facility, but the key to minimizing the risk is to prevent fires 

starting in the first place, and stop them spreading if they do. Combining fire doors and frames with passive 

fire solutions, such as fire rated glazing systems and fire rated ceilings, helps minimize the spread of 

harmful flames, hot gases and smoke throughout your facility. For more information please visit our 

Passive Fire Products section. 

 

Portable Fire Equipment 
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Having serviced and functional fire equipment on hand when and where you need it can mean the 

difference between a minor blaze and a devastating full scale fire. From portable fire extinguishers to fire 

proof safes, Gielle offers a comprehensive range of top quality fire equipment that gives you a powerful 

first line of defense against fire. For more information please visit our Fire Extinguishers, Hose Reels & 

Cabinets, Fire Blankets, Safes & Fire Resistant Cabinets sections. 

 

Alarms and Evacuation Systems 

Our fire detection systems provide very early detection of even slow smouldering fires and can be 

configured to detect carbon monoxide (CO), smoke and heat. Sensitive analytic tools mean early detection 

that is critical in a residential environment. For more information please visit our Alarm and Evacuation 

section. 

 

Fire Sprinkler Systems 

Sprinkler systems can automatically detect a fire, transmit an alarm and control the fire. This can be the 

difference between a minor accident and a major business shutdown. Led by professional project 

a agers, Gielle’s e gi eers desig , i stall a d o issio  relia le, ost-effective sprinkler systems by 

carefully analyzing your facility or site in terms of occupancy, operation and fire risk. For more information 

please visit our Fire Sprinkler Systems section. 

 

Fire Safety Training 

Fire, bomb threats and explosions, gas leaks and earthquakes. Would you know what to do if any of these 

e erge ies o urred i  the e t  se o ds? Gielle’s ra ge of fire safet  trai i g a d e erge  trai i g 
courses give your occupants the skills and confidence to make the right decisions and act quickly in the 

event of a fire. Gielle is a Registered Training Organization (RTO) with certified trainers who can confidently 

guide your occupants through practical theory, and unforgettable hands-on, learning experiences. For  

 

Insulation materials 

 

Building insulation materials are the building materials which form the thermal envelope of a building or 
otherwise reduce heat transfer. 
Insulation may be categorized by its composition (natural or synthetic materials), form (bats, blankets, 
loose-fill, spray foam, and panels), structural contribution (insulating concrete forms) structured panels, and 
straw bales), functional mode (conductive, radiative, convective), resistance to heat transfer environmental 
impacts, and more. Sometimes a thermally reflective surface called a radiant barrier is added to a material to 
reduce the transfer of heat through radiation as well as conduction. The choice of which material or 
combination of materials is used depends on a wide variety of factors. Some insulation materials have health 
risks, some so significant the materials are no longer allowed to be used but remain in use in some older 
buildings such as asbestos fibers and urea. 
Insulation products vary in terms of color, surface finish and texture, core composition and, importantly, 

performance. The specification of materials that insulate is a science-based decision, but a 

successful specification relies on the specified understanding not only the mathematical performance, but 

the peripheral factors that can influence the final installation. 

Specification of insulation products is often based upon the minimum requirement of the Building 

Regulations AD (Approved Document) Part L and their relationship with manufacturers performance data, 

and it has been suggested that legislation is driving the production of a range of products that 'just work', 

presenting little apparent difference between them. 

Factors affecting the type and amount of insulation to use in a building include: 

 Thermal conductivity 

 Moisture sensitivity 

 Compressive strength 
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 Ease of installation 

 Durability - resistance to degradation from compression, moisture, decomposition, etc. 

 Ease of replacement at end of life 

 Cost effectiveness 

 Toxicity 

 Flammability 

 Environmental impact and sustainability 

Considerations regarding building and climate: 

 The average climate conditions in the geographical area the building is located 

 The temperature the building is used at 

 

 

 Air conditioning  

Generally, air conditioning can describe any technology that modifies the condition of air, usually inside 

a uildi g or fa ilit . This odifi atio  or o ditio i g  ould refer to spa e heati g, ooli g, hu idit  
control, cleaning, ventilation, or air circulation. However, commonly most people when they think of 

air o ditio i g  the  are referri g to a mechanical or man-made system which will help to cool, or 

cool and control the internal humidity of the air. In a building services context, a complete building 

services system that delivers space heating, mechanical ventilation and air conditioning is referred 

usually referred to as HVAC (Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning). 

 

Air conditioning can be used in any environment where there is a need to reduce the internal air 

temperature and control humidity to create a more comfortable living or working environment. This 

process of internal climate control is used to create a more comfortable internal environment, typically 

for people, although it is also commonly used to control the temperature and humidity in buildings 

housing sensitive heat-producing electronic equipment, including computer servers, power generators, 

and to protect valuable paper documents and antiques. 

Air conditioning equipment will typically use a fan to distribute the cool air evenly throughout a room 

or enclosed space such as an office to improve thermal comfort and indoor air quality for the 

occupants. 

Many air conditioning units are based on electric refrigerant systems and they come in all different 

shapes and sizes ranging from compact units that can be used to cool a small room or office, to very 

large roof mounted systems used by office buildings that have the capacity to cool the entire building. 

The cooling in an electric refrigerant system is usually achieved through a refrigeration cycle, although 

free-cooling or evaporation methods are also used. 

Roof repairing 

 

The primary function of a roof is to provide protection from all the elements in any climate. The slope and 

rigidness of roof is used for shedding water and bearing any extra burden on it. But the types of roofs used 

on homes are nearly countless. They can be categorized by color, design, material and constricting 

structure. By design of construction roofs are of many types like hib, gable, shed and leon-to, etc. The 

types of roofs by shape used on homes are nearly endless. But mostly all these are traditional designs for 

roofs. Different designs for roofs are currently introduced by design professionals. They faced with 

opportunities to improve on existing building construction in the form of roof replacement and masonry 

restoration. Now, it is the duty of design professionals that how they can manage this opportunity to 

achieve sustainable design solutions. 

First, here are some factors that affect your roof life. The sun is the most damaging factor to your roof 

because it delivers a combination of ultraviolet rays and heat that can prematurely age a roof. The roof is 

also not spared during the winter months, snow and ice can damage your roof. The melting and refreezing 
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of ice and snow on your roof can push your roofing material up which can lead to leaks in your roof. Rain, 

moisture, wind algae and moss growth are some other factors that damage your roof. If your roofs are not 

protected from these factors it will definitely cause damage that only experts could fix. Damages caused by 

these factors can easily be prevented with enough maintenance. 

But a great problem with the roofs after their construction is leakage, roofs require periodic repairing 

process. Repair process very widely depends upon the metal of roof. There are many resources on how to 

find and recover the leakage problem but most of the time, homeowners locate and face the same 

problem with them. So it is very necessary to repair the leaking roofs. But how we can solve and minimize 

this problem? Sometimes it is due to the use of construction material that is used in roofs. There are 

different materials are used for roof repairing that generate different results. Natural products like wood, 

iron, glass, LP gas are used as very important elements of construction material with some other products. 

For this purpose, there are many products like liquid rubber and roof leaks repair, very frequently used by 

the builders for construction. But it increases the expenditures and applying cost for building or repairing a 

house. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 
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